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About This Game

The Yeti, Loch Ness Monster, Chupacabra, and Mothman are aliens, sentenced to prison on Earth by the Pan-Galactic Prisons
Bureau. As the Yeti's parole officer, you must defend the galaxy from these convicts, unravel their criminal conspiracy, and

bring them to justice!

Yeti's Parole Officer is a hilarious interactive sci-fi novel by KT Bryski, where your choices control the story. It's entirely text-
based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

As an officer of pan-galactic law, you'll travel around the world to wipe all memory of alien activity on Earth, battling
extaterrestrial smugglers and rival PGPB agents alike to save the world from nefarious cryptids.

Will you play as male or female? Gay or straight? Will you throw the book at the alien scofflaws messing with your planet, or
will you betray your allies for personal gain? The choice is yours!
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yeti's parole officer apk full. yeti's parole officer

Pretty good, reminds me of dynasty warrior in VR.. The options menu Is dreadful.

The game its self feels unbelievably repetitive after you walk throught the fifth door or so. Not worth the Price. Don't buy this
unless you don't mind losing out.. Low price low quality.. Nice game, for 1 man coding. Good control responce, reaaly nice
choice of difficulties, plus you can replay this game at least one time for different story choices (and they bring entirely
different maps, not just another position on same map) For it's price this is a really musthave game for all tower defence lovers,
and good choice for players, who are newbs in this type of games.. It's awesome - just get it and try to figure out what to do. It's
magical.. I'd really like to play this game more, but on windows 10 (for me) it's a buggy unplayable mess.. I am making this
review with my honest views and compared to the other add-ons I have for this OMSI 2 game. I am somewhat disappointed with
this AI add-on because for a payware add-on. There is no official branding on ANY of the vehicles. For a penny under a
\u00a310 for this add-on. The vehicles such as the Mercedes and the VW cars and the MAN trucks should have their branding
present because even the default AI traffic that comes with OMSI 2 out of the box even has the vehicle badges present on the AI
vehicles. So I can understand why many of the other reviews that are German are negative for this product as it could have been
better.

Just to prove a point. Here is some screenshots of the AI cars in action (IGNORE THE BUSES!).
Mercedes Vito
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=702742980
Scania Truck
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=702742883
Fiat Punto
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=702742951

You get the point. As they are lack official badges. Had this add-on been cheaper around \u00a36, I would have gave this add-
on a positive review. But unless Halycon Media fixes this and adds the official maker badges to the vehicles. I would only
recommend getting this add-on in the sales only.

Overall Rating: 4\/10.
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I'll start with the bad first even though I do enjoy this game, in the hopes that if there's ever a sequel these can be adressed.

1. Ui, the ui in this game is very archiac and hard to understand at first. In particular manipulating objects. So far I haven't
figured out how to rotate or move objects if I even can, all I seem to be able to do is clone and delete objects. It took me a while
to figure out how rooms were formed as floors were only an option with no walls like the sims and the first three floor options
don't actually make rooms. This also factored into the traps a bit as it seemed like the effective range of traps was only revealed
to me after I placed them on the map not previewed before, but I could just be being unattentive.

2. The tutorial for me seems to be bugged as I can't control the ghost at all during it forcing me to skip it which if that hadn't
happened I think my first pointwouldn't be as big a deal as it was to me.

3.The isometric view means you can't see everything in your rooms effectively, and also you can't place objects right up against
the wall closes to you as the spot seems to be obscured, both visually and mechanically you can't interact with it once a wall
covers it.
I don't mind the isometric view I just wish I could place items right up to the closest wall so I could have my rooms be
symmetrical in some spots.

Finally the resolution options in this game are limited and as I use a normal tv not a Computer monitor with my desktop I
couldn't fix the game to work in fullscreen mode making me have to play it in a stretched window mode. It's only a minor
complaint but something I felt like noting.

Now with those points out of the way here are the things I liked about the game and why I think it's ultimately still worth playing
if it interests you.

I like the aesthetic of the game, especially the ghost himself he's got a cute charm to me the way he giggles and displays
different facial expressions throughout gameplay.
There's a surprising variety in the way different humans interact with the house and they're introduced gradually which means
you don't get too overwhelemed by them.

The game progresses in sort of mini levels where you have to achieve a size and trap number milestone, to unlock the next set of
objects to use in customising as well as more humans with more complex effects on the game.
Your ghost also gains a new scaring ability with each stage progressed into and you can use these at the cost of your resource
points to instantly scare any humans in an area of effect around you.

The more scares you pull off in frequent succession the more awareness of your hauntings go's up. With higher awareness more
people come to the house both normal people you can scare for points and others like Excorcists Journalists, skeptic bloggers
and more that can drain your resources or raise your awareness even more.
So you have to manage having enough awareness to make your haunted house popular, but not too notorious or else the Police
investigate the house draining your resources rapidly and leading to an almost guarenteed game over.

The game is surprisingly challenging, if you aren't paying attention you may spend too many resources and find yourself with
not enough to keep going as your health and currency are both pulling from the same source. And if you get too carried away
with scaring people you might cause one to die of fright sending your awareness meter so high your home will be swarming with
cops ending your game very swiftly.

I wasn't expecting this game to be one that required my full attention but it was scanning the map constantly to find certain npcs
Iwanted to scare away before they got to my house or to spook a coward for bonus points kept me constantly looking around the
map not just idling on my house and overall I felt it was pretty engaging so far. Gonna play more into it and see how much it
draws me in.

Sorry for the rambling but I really wanted to get my full thoughts out on this game. It's rough around the edges, especially with
Ui and Resolution options, but it's a great foundation and first attempt in my opinion. A sequel maybe that expanded on the tech
side of things while addind more content would be fantastic in my eyes.
As for this one it's a pretty nice game, I enjoy it.
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Damn I wrote a lot about this game...

*edit* I forgot thist part, If this game is in a genre that's not already your cup of tea, I do not reccomend it except that it is
exceptionally cheap. It's a game at the price of a tin of pringles. I wanted to point out that I only recommend this game if you are
already interested by its core mechanics. Otherwise the poor Ui and lack of direction may only be frustrating to you.. Absolutely
amazing game to play!!! Loved every minute of it!!!. I'll give this "game" a good review even though I don't plan to keep playing
(reading) it. I didn't realize it was a graphic novel, my bad. Anyway it looks good, can't tell you much about it, I just don't want
to give this a bad review because of my mistake.. I can now have pikachu dancing on my screen at all times
Strongly recommend. This is a pretty fun game so far,

I just beat the Easy mode, which is 12 'days'. Each day, you fight a stronger enemy pirate ship. You have a rifle, which you aim
with two hands, and a brace of pistols, with one shot each. At the start, you can only take a single hit, and use a power called
Focus (basically, bullet time) with a long cooldown. You also have crates you can move around, hide behind, and throw, as well
as explosive barrels and other things eventually.

After each day's battle, you are rewarded with gold and possibly an ability. You can take the gold to the Shop, and buy upgrades
for you and your equipment (buy a better ship with more on it, upgrade weapons, or how many hits you can take, etc)

These are definitely important because the health of the enemies and amounts that show up each day increases, and the pirate
that took 1 shot to kill a few days ago, might take 3 without upgrading your weapons.

After you beat easy mode, you unlock Hard Mode and the 100 Pirate War, which is a gauntlet that saves your highest score.. For
the price it was pretty damn great. Clean art style, interesting if slightly predictable story. Combat was a bit fiddly, recommend
putting it to easy. i played 80% of the way through on normal dying a lot of times, found the game a lot more playable on easy.

Enemies do respawn way too quickly though, and are based on you walking away and then coming back. This exposes you to the
risk of getting even more enemies when you are running around trying to beat the ones that have already appeared. Putting you
in unwinnable positions. Very good dlc, I managed to balance the game by turning the city armory into a desert so noone can
have the mystical FLAIL. Although there is a couple bugs the major one I found was:

- The Devout Blacksmith burning a card and NOT allowing a selected "Gold bags" or the "Infrit Gold" Cards to give any gold.
thus wasting a object for no reason, Bots love to do that for some reason. (Fixed by Latest patch)

Edit: Bug fixed. Absolutly fantastic game worth every single penny.. Full disclosure, I'm friends with the developer of this game
and do not write a lot of reviews so this may be a little all over the place. That being said, when I first picked up this game, it
was primarily with the intention to support my friend. I'm not usually one to play many of these small cheap games. However I
found that after I purchased this game, it's actually really damn fun. So far I've put about 5 hours into it, so as far as value for
money goes, it's awesome, best $3 i've ever spent. The mechanics that I found quite annoying at first, I realised are actually the
reason I've kept playing, they keep the game challenging. I've also found that the game is particularly fun when you have friends
playing it as well, trying to beat each others scores certainly keeps it interseting. Highly recommend this game, particularly if
you're looking for something to do for 10 mins while waiting for a squad or party in another game!
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